I. Introduction
HE intent of this paper is to show the development and advantages, as well as disadvantages, of using computational fluid dynamics as a validation tool for existing wind tunnel experimental data of a 2D high lift airfoil with a 3-D engine performed by Englar et. al. 1 at Georgia Tech Research Institute (GTRI). Figures (1) shows the GTRI model equipped with circulation control wings (CCW) and upper surface blowing (USB) from the engine. The motivation behind this validation is to develop grid generating and solving techniques that will be applied to future CFD analysis of other aircraft configurations from the NASA Research Announcement (NRA) project. One of the primary purposes of the NASA contract is to develop the predictive capabilities 2 for the design and performance of a 100 passenger N+2 generation cruise efficient, short take-off and landing subsonic aircraft configuration. The chosen configuration will utilize CCW as high lift devices 3 to achieve the short take-off and landing capabilities of the aircraft 4 . The main tasks GTRI sought to achieve with the wind tunnel experiments were to gain thorough understanding of geometric and pneumatic interactions between CCW and USB or over the wing (OTW) powered lift 5 as well as perform dual-radius CCW 6 flap experiments with and without blowing.
T
To accurately perform CFD analysis on the GTRI model, Ansys ICEM 11.0 7 will be utilized to construct a combination of structured and unstructured meshes to accurately discretize the flow domain. With the appropriate boundary conditions and solver settings, Ansys FLUENT 6.3 8 will then be used to solve for the governing equations of momentum, mass, and energy within the generated mesh.
II. Wind Tunnel Experiment
Georgia Tech Research Institute has conducted experimental studies on pneumatic powered circulation control wings with engines located over the wing to improve powered high-lift and cruise performance of a cruise efficient short takeoff and landing (CESTOL) aircraft configuration 9 . The integration of these systems provide very high lift for short takeoff and landing, low thrust recovery for approach, and high thrust recovery for takeoff and climb while minimizing mechanical complexity. The purpose of these evaluations was to develop the most effective pneumatic aerodynamic and propulsive geometries with minimal noise production 1 .
To perform the necessary aerodynamic, propulsive, and acoustic evaluations, the model was equipped with different components that allow for variable thrust coefficient, blowing momentum coefficient, blown flap angle, blowing slot height, engine horizontal (x/C) and vertical (z/D) location over the wing, engine thrust deflection, wing leading-edge device, angle of attack, and Reynold's number. The wing of the model extends from the floor to the ceiling to simulate a 2D airfoil and eliminate wing tip effects while still having effects of a 3D engine. The configuration that exhibits the best aerodynamic, propulsive, and acoustic performance will be incorporated with a large scale, 3D powered-lift, and over the wing configuration to be tested in a large scale wind tunnel. Although acoustic performance were evaluated for each configuration, this paper will only discuss the validation of the aerodynamic and propulsive performance results.
III. Grid Generating Methods
Before the governing equations for mass, momentum, and energy can be solved, an appropriate mesh will be generated to discretize the flow domain of the model. The mesh will consist of a surface mesh on the model, a boundary layer mesh to accurately model the viscous forces, and a volume mesh that will cover all parts of the flow domain.
To more accurately match the experimental conditions, the simulation was performed with the presence of wind tunnel walls as opposed to free air to capture wall effects. This meant that the dimensions of the flow domain around the CFD model had to be the same as the dimension of the MTF, 30x43x90 in. Figure (7) shows the CFD model inside the flow domain where the mesh will be constructed. The additional lengths located at the front and behind the "wind tunnel" walls will act as a "symmetry" boundary condition to straighten the flow entering the "wind tunnel."
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A. CAD/Geometry
A computer aided model of GTRI's configurations was first generated before meshing could begin. The completed 3D model was imported as a .stp file that the meshing software could recognize. The model was then broken up into different parts, allowing for a mesh with different cell sizes. This could limit the number of smaller cells to a particular region on the model that would be experiencing high flow property gradients, minimizing the overall cell count. Figure 8 shows a typical configuration broken up into different parts and ready for surface meshing.
B. Unstructured Surface Mesh
Accurately sizing the surface mesh not only defined the shape of the model but it also captured the high flow property gradients caused by the blowing of the engine and the CCW. It was important to keep in mind that the quality and the number of cells could greatly decrease the convergence time during the solution process and could also affect the accuracy of the solution. The surface mesh affected the quality of the volume mesh that was generated because the transitioning of smaller cells to larger cells on the surface determined the growth rate of the volume mesh. Since accuracy of the solution was dependent on the sizes and growth rate of the cells, it was essential that these properties of the surface mesh was carefully generated. Figure 9 shows the smaller cells on the leading edge as it transitions into larger cells towards the upper surface of the wing. Breaking the model into different parts became helpful because it allowed for cell refinement around a more complex geometry like the leading edge and cell coarsening on top of the wing, a less complex geometry feature. Other geometry topologies to consider when sizing the surface mesh were the front of the engine and the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics back of the engine support. The symmetrical airfoil-like shape of the engine support required smaller cells to capture the geometry at its trailing edge.
Understanding of the flow features also aided in the sizing of the surface mesh. The flow above and the wing was expected to experience small flow property gradients which allowed it to be modeled with coarser cells. However, the blowing of air out of the CCW slot would cause the top surface of the trailing edge to experience high flow property gradients, suggesting that smaller cells were necessary to capture those changes. Figure 10 shows the smaller cells on the trailing edge surface to capture the high flow property gradients. Majority of the experiments depended on the variations in the conditions of the circulation control slot at the trailing edge. Therefore, it was very important that this slot was adequately resolved in order to capture a high resolution flow field. In general, the slot height was captured with roughly 5 or more elements.
C. Unstructured Volume Mesh
To accurately capture the flow properties, the whole domain also had to be discretized in order for the CFD solver to solve for the governing equations. The choice of the type of mesh to employ, structured or unstructured, directly affected the accuracy of the solution as well as the time of convergence. There were advantages and disadvantages in using either structured or unstructured mesh. Generating a structured mesh with hexahedral elements proved to be computationally quicker because the way the cells were physically oriented throughout the whole domain. Majority of the cells would be oriented in the direction of the freestream, which not only made it faster for the CFD solver to solve for the governing equations but it also greatly reduce the numerical diffusion of the solution. However, the use of a structured mesh for the domain required structured elements on the surface of the model as well. With the mesh generator Ansys ICEM 11.0, it was much more difficult to generate structured elements to capture the complex geometries of the model. Even if structured elements were generated on the surfaces of the model, using a structured mesh will increase the non-orthogonality or skewness of the cells. It was much more computationally extensive to solve for these skewed cells. Using an unstructured mesh decreased the amount of skewed cells but it increased the numerical diffusion of the solutions and increased the total number cells throughout the whole domain.
For reasons stated in the preceding paragraph, an unstructured mesh was used for the flow domain. Constructing a good mesh near the model was important as it presented high flow property gradients and a lot of unsteadiness in the numerical solution. With Ansys ICEM , the process of generating an unstructured volume mesh was simplified by providing user friendly options that generated the mesh in a small amount of time. Figure 11 shows the unstructured tetrahedral cells generated by the Octree method. The Octree algorithm in Ansys ICEM assured that cell refinement was performed where necessary while constructing coarser cells wherever possible. This method meshes the outer domain first before generating smaller cells to capture the complex geometry of the model. 
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D. Boundary Layer Mesh
Capturing the near wall flow features was done with a good quality boundary layer mesh. The most efficient choice for creating a boundary layer mesh was to grow triangular prisms from the surface triangles, which allowed the prisms to be oriented parallel to the surface and in the direction of the flow. The orientation of the prisms could accurately capture the growth of the boundary layer while still minimizing computational errors. The use of tetrahedral cells for boundary layer mesh was avoided precisely because of this reason.
The quality of the boundary layer mesh was highly dependent on several factors: the cell shape in terms of aspect ratio, skewness, and warp angle. Poor quality in any of these elements could result in instability of the simulation as well as inaccuracy of the results. The user had the ability to directly control the aspect ratio of the cells by specifying the initial height and growth ratio of the prisms. The length of the base of the prism was predetermined by the size of the surface mesh, since the prisms were generated from the triangular cells. Therefore, when sizing the surface mesh, it was convenient to consider the prism layers that would be grown on it. The user also had some ability in improving the skewness of the prisms by using the built in smoothing algorithms of the grid-generation software. Since the boundary layer mesh was constructed after the unstructured volume mesh, the quality of the volume mesh greatly impacted the quality of the boundary layer mesh. Figure 12 shows the boundary layer mesh grown on the surface of the model transitioning into the unstructured volume mesh. It's important to note that the accuracy of the solution was also affected by the transition of the boundary layer mesh into the the unstructured volume mesh. To ensure a good volume transition of the prism mesh, each prism layer normally had a growth ratio of 40% and the last prism element had a roughly 1:1 volume ratio to the adjacent tetrahedral element.
E. Grid Independence Study
In order to perform a grid independence study, at least three different size meshes was generated in order to utilize the Richardson's extrapolation method. The grid elements were proportional in size for all three meshes and the same method was used to generate the meshes for all three cases. Ansys ICEM allowed the user to specify the cell sizes at different parts of the surface mesh as well as the volume mesh. Also, it allowed the user to scale these sizes collectively by changing the "Global Element Scale Factor" instead of scaling each cell size individually. ICEM script files were generated to ensure that the process of meshing each case was identical. To create a scaled mesh, the "Global Element Scale Factor" was simply adjusted in the script files and was then read in by ICEM. However, The "Global Element Scale Factor" did not change the number of elements by the same factor. A factor of 0.5 doesn't necessarily correspond to a mesh with twice as many cells. The attempt of creating meshes with twice as many cells and half as many cells than the original mesh proved to be quite difficult even with the help of script files. Instead, a fine mesh was created using a scale factor of 0.34 which generated 20% more cells while a coarse mesh was created using a scale factor of 1.72 which generated 45% less cells. More work will be going into refining this process in order the refine the grid convergence study.
IV. Numerical Simulation
A. Solver Settings and Boundary Conditions
Once a good quality mesh had been generated throughout the entire domain, the mesh file was loaded into the CFD solver, FLUENT 6.0. Before the governing equations could be solved, the appropriate settings was first enabled throughout FLUENT's interface and the correct boundary conditions was specified to accurately match the conditions in which the experimental evaluations were performed. Table 1 shows the list of typical solver settings and boundary conditions used for this validation. To more accurately match the experimental conditions, the simulation was performed with the presence of wind tunnel walls as opposed to free air. 
B. Turbulence Model Selection
A 2D CCW airfoil study was performed by Storm and Marshall 10 to determine the best turbulence model for simulating the flow features affected by circulation control. The study was to determine which of FLUENT's existing turbulence models, Spalart-Allmaras
11
, k-ε
12
, or k-ω 13 , performed best for this type of simulation. It was found that the k-ε turbulence model, which was designed to be applied throughout the boundary layer provided a high quality near wall mesh, is the most accurate in capturing turbulence features of CCW airfoils. However, the general trend of twoequation turbulence models, such as the k-ε turbulence model, is to over-predict CL as Cμ increases. How this trend was affected by the added complexity of the engine will be discussed in the Results section.. 
C. CFD model
The primary purpose of Georgia Tech Research Institute's experimental modeling was to determine the effects of OTW engine location relative to the blown trailing edge, as well as the effects of variations in thrust coefficient and the CCW slot blowing coefficient on force and moment generation. This led GTRI to evaluate the aerodynamic and propulsive performance of 37 different wind tunnel models shown in Appendix A. Although GTRI performed aerodynamic and propulsive tests on 37 configurations, performing CFD analysis on only one configuration was sufficient for this validation. GTRI's Configuration B was chosen as the CFD model because of its simple characteristics: no flap deflection, no leading edge devices, and no hood angle. Figure 13 Standard k-ε
D. Cμ and CT calculation
The given experimental data used to determine the boundary conditions included values for dynamic pressure, q, slot blowing coefficient, Cμ , and thrust coefficient, CT. A "mass-flow-inlet" boundary condition was set for the slot and the engine in FLUENT, which required a mass flow rate, ṁ, to be inputted in the settings. Values for ṁ were calculated from the reported experimental Cμ and CT using
where A is the slot area, S is the wing planform area, and R is the gas constant. After specifying a ṁ and the rest of the boundary conditions, the simulation was performed. The numerical Cμ was then calculated using the velocity at the exit plane of the slot and engine with the following equation
In FLUENT, the velocity at the slot and the engine, Vslot and Veng respectively, can be directly obtained from the results. However, in wind tunnel experiments, measuring the actual velocities at the slot and engine can be quite difficult. Traditionally, these velocities are approximated using the known measurement of mass flow rate and freestream density instead of the actual density outside the slot or engine as seen from the following expressions American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
E. Grid Independence Study Using Richardson's Extrapolation
To perform a grid independence study, Richardson's extrapolation was used to determine the grid convergence index, GCI, and the extrapolated solution if an infinitely large mesh size was used. This method is applicable to a study using three different meshes, which are all proportional in size. Celik et. al. 15 recommended the following procedure for estimating the discretization error. First the average mesh, h, was determined from the following equation
where ΔV is the volume of the i th cell and N is the total number of cells. As a measure of refinement from one grid to the next, the grid refinement factor, r, was calculated using
where i corresponds to the coarser grid and j corresponds to the finer grid. The apparent order, n, of the method was then calculated using the expression n= 1 ln r 23 ln
where ϕ is a variable important to the object of the simulation of the study. For this validation, ϕ represented the resulting CL or CD from the different meshes. The subscripts 1, 2, and 3 correspond to the mesh used, 1 being the coarsest and 3 being the finest. Richardson's extrapolation was then used to extrapolate the solution for an infinitely large mesh. The extrapolated solution was found from the expression
The approximate and extrapolated relative errors were then found using
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V. Results
The purpose of this section is to validate the CFD simulations through comparison with the experimental data. The results will be presented, starting with the effects of variations in Cμ on the lift coefficient, followed by the effects of variations in CT on the lift and drag coefficients, then the lift curves for two different Cμ with the same CT. A grid independence study using Richardson's extrapolation will also be presented. Figure 14 shows the lift variation as a function of thrust and slot blowing for Configuration B. At higher values of Cμ, FLUENT over-predicts CL even more compared to lower values of Cμ. For a CT=0, the relative error increases from a low of 12%, which occurs at the lowest Cμ, to a max of 20%, which occurs at the highest Cμ. Similarly, for a CT=2.1 the relative error increases from a low of 19% to a max of 23%. Not only does FLUENT's over-prediction of CL increases as Cμ increases, but also as CT increases.
A. Lift and Drag Coefficients
Although the error in CL increases as Cμ and CT increases, the overall trend of increasing CL with increasing Cμ is still captured. Validation of circulation control airfoils with no engine, CT=0, reported by Jones et. al. 16 shows similar results where CL was over-predicted but the trend of increasing CL with increasing Cμ was still captured. Turbulence models and CFD grid issues were reported as possible reasons why the CFD code failed to match the experimental results.
Using Eq. (9), Cμ was calculated from the CFD results and is shown in Table ( 2). It's interesting to see from Table  ( 2) that at a CT=0 the relative error in Cμ increases as Cμ increases. However, for a CT=2.1, the relative error decreases as Cμ increases. This is linked to the difference between the experimental Cμ and the CFD Cμ. The experimental Cμ is approximated using the freestream density as the "averaged" density at the slot instead of the actual density as shown in Eq. (5) . For the case where CT=2.1, the "averaged" density at the slot is getting closer to the freestream density, therefore the CFD Cμ is getting closer to the experimental Cμ. Figure 15 shows the lift variation as a function of thrust and blowing. Experimental results show little effect on lift from variation in CT. FLUENT was able to capture the trend in CL but the relative error in CL increases with a higher Cμ. For a Cμ=0, the relative error in CL was about 14% while for a Cμ=0.5 the relative error increases to 25%. Figure 16 shows the drag variations as functions of thrust and blowing. FLUENT captures the thrust recovery very well with very little relative error. The maximum error of about 7% occurs at the highest CT value. The coefficient of drag presented in this figure is the viscous and pressure stress contributions on the surfaces as well as the thrust components of the engine and slot. Table 3 shows the calculated and the experimental thrust coefficients using Eq (4) . From this table, it's apparent that FLUENT matches CT more accurately at higher values of CT. Even at low values of CT the highest error is about 12%. Figure 17 shows the lift curves for two different Cμ values. It can be seen again that the higher Cμ yields a higher relative error in CL, about 30%, while the lower Cμ is pretty close to the experimental everywhere except approaching stall. This figure also shows the turbulence model's inability to model the stall regime. According to Bell of Fluent Inc 17 the k-ε turbulence model over-predicts the turbulent kinetic energy which delays separation. Therefore, the separation observed in the stall regime is not accurately captured. Further investigation of different turbulence models must be performed to determine the best model for the stall regime.
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C. Residual Convergence
An example of the convergence history is shown in Figure 20 . The large spikes around 1000 iterations result from the solution being changed from first oder to second order upwind. The solution was then iterated enough times until there was insignificant change in the residuals, or until they became fairly horizontal. Figure 21 shows earlier evaluations of similar powered-lift models in the same MTF tunnel presented by Englar et al. 
D. Flow Visualization
VI. Conclusion
This paper presented CFD methods in validating experimental data of a circulation control airfoil coupled with upper surface blowing from a 3D engine. The motivation behind this validation is to develop grid generating and solving techniques that will be applied to future CFD analysis of other aircraft configurations equipped with over the wing engine and circulation control. Numerous validations have been performed on circulation control airfoils and its been seen numerous times that current CFD codes over-predict lift and drag coefficient of the airfoil because of the code's inability to match the jet separation and the streamline turning of the jet exhaust. This failure was linked to the available turbulence models and CFD grid issues. This paper focused mostly on grid generation using Ansys ICEM and utilized FLUENT's k-ε turbulence model.
This validation was performed on a single configuration to determine the effects of variations in thrust coefficient and blowing momentum coefficient on lift and drag. Thrust coefficient ranged from 0 to 3.36 and blowing momentum coefficient ranged from 0 to 0.62. Aerodynamic test results showed that the grid generation method presented in this paper and the use of k-ε turbulence model still over-predicted lift and drag coefficient. These results agreed with the general trend found in using two-equations turbulence models, such as the k-ε turbulence, in which CL is overpredicted as Cμ increases. At a constant thrust coefficient, lift was over-predicted by approximately 12% at the lowest momentum coefficient but increased to approximately 20% at the highest momentum coefficient. Similarly, at a constant momentum coefficient, lift is over-predicted by approximately 15% at the lowest thrust coefficient and increases to approximately 25% at the highest thrust coefficient.
Validating the experimental thrust and blowing momentum coefficients was important to ensure that the flow features of the exhaust and jet velocity were accurately captured. Results showed that the relative error in thrust coefficient decreased at higher thrust coefficients. Similarly, the relative error in momentum coefficient decreased at higher momentum coefficients only if the exhaust from the engine was present. At a thrust coefficient of zero, the relative error of the momentum coefficient actually increased at higher momentum coefficients. This was linked to the difference in how the experimental Cμ and the CFD Cμ were calculated. When CT≠0, the process in which the CFD Cμ was calculated became more and more similar to the calculation of the experimental Cμ.
Results of this validation strongly agree with other literature that grid issues and turbulence models caused an overprediction of the lift and drag coefficients. Even with the added complexity of an engine, the results still followed the general trend that is seen from two-equation turbulence models. Future work will utilized FLUENT's existing turbulence models as well as the v 2- f turbulence model that is currently being developed to be used in FLUENT. It is expected that by utilizing new turbulence models, the over-prediction of CL and CD will be reduced. Future analysis will combine the meshing techniques developed in this investigation and a turbulence model with better predictive capability to further reduce the error in computing CL, CD, Cμ, and CT.
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